To apply for this preparation programme please submit your application on the Applicants' Portal of University of Bremen:

https://movein-uni-bremen.moveonnet.eu/movein/portal/studyportal.php

In the preselection please choose „Master of Science / Kurzzeitstudium” (de) or „Master of Science / Preparation Studies” (en).

Required documents for the application:
- Technical Bachelor degree in an appropriate discipline
- Certificate of German level B2 or C1

Deadline for the application is on 15. January for summer term and 15. July for winter term.
GERMAN LANGUAGE TRAINING IN ENGINEERING TERMINOLOGY

The University of Bremen offers a German-speaking master's course in Production Engineering, starting twice a year, in October and April. In summer term 2016 we have established a new short-term course for international applicants to prepare their technical German for the obligatory entrance examination to the master's programme. The entrance exam takes place each August and February. After passing this examination participants of the short-term course are guaranteed admission to the master's degree programme in Production Engineering.

The short-term course “speakING” is starting in April and October and can be attended for a maximum of two semesters. Participants are given the status of visiting students at the University of Bremen.

The core element of the course is a tutoring programme in which students have the opportunity to acquire German engineering terminology according to their individual needs and based on specifically designed teaching material.

COMPONENTS OF THE PROGRAMME „speakING“

- Tutoring programme: German engineering terminology (individual and group sessions)
- German language course at Goethe Institute: C1 (4 weeks), concluding with C1 examination (only for participants starting with B2)
- Regular advisory meetings with members of the faculty
- Welcome and orientation offers
- Option to attend regular lectures of the B.Sc. and M.Sc. programmes
- Social activities and networking opportunities

Duration: 1 or 2 semesters  
Beginning: 01. April and 01. October

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS

Admission requirements
- B.Sc. degree (6 or 7 semesters, 180 or 210 CP, respectively) in Production Engineering, Process Engineering or Mechanical Engineering
- German level: B2 or C1 (proved by certificate)

Costs per Semester
- Tutoring programme: 300,00 €
- Semester fee: 298,92 €

Nonrecurring additional costs (where required)
- C1 languages course at Goethe-Institute „Proficient Speaker level“: 620,- €
- C1 examination fee: 170,- €

Further information:

Department of Production Engineering: www.fb4.uni-bremen.de
International Office: www.uni-bremen.de/en/international.html
Fremdsprachenzentrum der Hochschulen im Land Bremen: www.fremdsprachenzentrum-bremen.de
City of Bremen: www.bremen.de